CM234

Innovative Tactical UAS Payload

World-leading ISR and
targeting capability

For more information, contact:

The CM234 combines seven sensor configurations in a compact, man-portable
gyro-stabilized imaging system weighing just under 14.4 pounds. With four-axis
stabilization, the CM234 delivers greater accuracy in intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) and target acquisition operations, while delivering superior
situational awareness to operators and warfighters.

Ascent Vision Technologies (AVT)
(406) 333-5010
avtinfo@caci.com

The CM234 delivers innovative and powerful imaging technology that is ideal for a
range of tactical unmanned aircraft system (TUAS) missions.

Ascent Vision Technologies
is a CACI Company
For more information about our
expertise and technology, visit:
www.caci.com
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Features

Up to seven sensors and lasers

High Performance Airborne Imaging

■
■

Four-axis stabilization

■

Medium-wave infrared (MWIR) and
short-wave infrared (SWIR)

The CM234 is a revolutionary gyro-stabilized imaging system that transforms
the future of aerial ISR and target acquisition operations.

■

High-definition (HD) electro-optical
(EO)

■

Laser range finder

■

Laser target designator

■

Laser pointer

■

IP67 rating for water and dust
resistance

■

Man-portable <14.4lb weight

Benefits
■

On-board video encoding and
processing minimizes additional
hardware, extends flight time,
and delivers enhanced video for
operators

■

Well-suited for tactical ISR, target
aquisition, law enforcement, and
security missions

Developed for TUAS, the CM234 combines seven sensors in a compact, fouraxis payload. The system includes two HD EO sensors, one MWIR sensor, one
SWIR sensor, a laser range finder, a laser target designator, and a laser pointer
all in one lightweight package. All together, the CM234 system demonstrates
a cutting-edge surveillance solution for UAS, lightweight aircraft, and other
platforms.
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CACI’s approximately 22,000 talented employees are vigilant
in providing the unique exper�se and dis�nc�ve technology
that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission
challenges. Our culture of good character, innova�on, and
excellence drives our success and earns us recogni�on as a
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Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member of
the Fortune 500 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 Index,
and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently deliver

Worldwide Headquarters
12021 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA 20190
703-841-7800
Visit our website at:
www.caci.com
Find Career Opportuni�es at:
h�p://careers.caci.com/
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